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University of Miskolc
Quality Office

A megjelölés módja: Kérem, használjon tollat vagy vékony hegyű filcet. Az űrlap automatikus feldolgozásra kerül.

Javítás: Az optimális beolvasási eredmények érdekében kérem, kövesse a bemutatott példákat.

Dear Student!

The University of Miskolc (UoM) is very much interested in your feedback about your experience here.

Please take this brief survey to provide your opinion about academic issues, resources, and the
campus.

Your responses will remain anonymous.

Thank You

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Your country of origin?

1.2 Which study cycle are you in? BSc/BA MSc/MA PhD
1.3 How many semesters have you

completed already in Miskolc?
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
10

1.4 Field of studies? / Host faculty? Faculty of Earth
Science and
Engineering

Faculty of
Materials
Science and
Engineering

Faculty of
Mechanical
Engineering
and Informatics

Faculty of
Economics

Faculty of Arts Faculty of Law

Faculty of
Healthcare

Bartók Béla
Music Institute

1.5 Language of studies? English Hungarian
1.6 Level of your English language skills? B1 B2 C1
1.7 Are you planning to apply for the next

study cycle at the UoM?
Yes No Don't know yet

1.8 Is this the first time that you spend a
longer period (more than 3 months)
away from yourt home country?

Yes No

1.9 What made you choose Miskolc when deciding about your Stipendium Hungaricum (SH)
application? (multiple choice)

my friends suggested it my teacher suggested it my family suggested it
it was my decision I was more interested in

Hungary than in Miskolc
the other options were not
available

my choice was completely
random
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2. ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES   [Folytatás]
2.1 How much help do you receive from the

International Relations Office (managing your
official administrative documents/affairs)? 

Not at all Sufficient

2.2 How much help do you receive from the faculty
SH coordinator (managing academic/study
documents/affairs)?

Not at all Sufficient

2.3 Do you find the Miskolc SH website (http://
stipendium.uni-miskolc.hu) useful?

Not at all Absolutely

2.4 Have you read the SH Regulation which
is available at the above website?

Yes No

2.5 Please name a few positive examples, experiences with the management of the administrative
issues in Miskolc (if there were any).

2.6 Please name a few negative examples, experiences with the management of the administrative
issues in Miskolc (if there were any).

2.7 How much are you satisfied with the management
of financial issues (transferring your scholarship,
other contributions) at the University?

Not at all Very
satisfied

2.8 Which Health insurance service you
use more often?

GENERALI HUNGARIAN
PUBLIC
HEALTH CARE

2.9 How much are you satisfied with the Health
insurance services?

Not at all Very
satisfied

3. ACCOMMODATION
3.1 Where do you stay in Miskolc? student hostel

E6
Uni-Hotel rented an

apartment
3.2 How satisfied are you with the accommodation? Not at all Very

satisfied
3.3 Please name a few things that made you feel good about the accommodation (if there were any).
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3. ACCOMMODATION   [Folytatás]
3.4 Please name a few things that made you feel bad about the accommodation (if there were any).

4. ACADEMIC ISSUES
4.1 How satisfied are you with the courses? Not at all Very

satisfied
4.2 Please name a few courses that you really liked like (if there were any). You can also tell us why.

4.3 Please name a few courses that you really didn't like (if there were any). You can also tell us why.

4.4 How satisfied are you with the course material? Not at all Very
satisfied

4.5 To what extent is the course material available in
written form? (draft of the lecture, printed lecture
notes, textbook, articles, professional books, Internet)

Not at all All of them

4.6 How satisfied are you with the lecturers you met
during your studies in Miskolc?

Not at all Very
satisfied

4.7 Please name a few lecturers that you really liked like (if there were any). You can also tell us why.

4.8 Please name a few lecturers that you really didn't like (if there were any). You can also tell us why.

4.9 How satisfied are you with Educational infrastructure? Not at all Very
satisfied

Do you receive enough information regarding the following study requirements at the University?
4.10 required credits per semester Not at all Absolutely
4.11 timetable for a given semester Not at all Absolutely
4.12 genaral course requirements Not at all Absolutely
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4. ACADEMIC ISSUES   [Folytatás]
4.13 deadlines Not at all Absolutely
4.14 course description Not at all Absolutely
4.15 timetable Not at all Absolutely
4.16 curriculum Not at all Absolutely
4.17 Neptun System Not at all Absolutely
4.18 exam regulations Not at all Absolutely
4.19 parctical placement / traineeship Not at all Absolutely
4.20 To what extent are the examination requirements

in harmony with the knowledge / material covered?
Not fit at all Absolutely fit

Please, answer the following questions:
I find it challenging to... (1-5 scale) totally disagree - totally agree, not applicable (na)

4.21 understand classroom lectures totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.22 keep up with my reading assignments totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.23 keep up with my writing assignments totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.24 engage in Group work with my classmates totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.25 participate in academic discussions totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.26 relate to other International students
in my classes

totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.27 understand academic rules and
regulations

totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.28 understand the academic requirements totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.29 seek the information I need across the
university

totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.30 relate to my professors totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

4.31 seek help from my professors totally
disagree

totally
agree

na

5. SERVICES
How satisfied are you with the services  provided by the University?

5.1 library Not at all Very
satisfied

5.2 sports and recreational facilities Not at all Very
satisfied

5.3 labs Not at all Very
satisfied

5.4 social life at the campus Not at all Very
satisfied

6. MENTOR SYSTEM
6.1 How satisfied are you with assistance of mentor

students in administrative issues?
Not at all Very

satisfied
6.2 How satisfied are you with assistance of mentor

students in academic issues?
Not at all Very

satisfied
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6. MENTOR SYSTEM   [Folytatás]
6.3 How satisfied were you with programmes

organised for the foreign students?
Not at all Very

satisfied
6.4 What did you like about them? (if there were any)

6.5 What did you not like about them? (if there were any)

7. OVERAL EVALUATION
7.1 What is your overall experience in Miskolc? disappointing superb
7.2 Would you recommend Miskolc for your friends in

your country?
no way absolutely

7.3
Is there anything you want to share about your overall experience in Miskolc?
(positive or negative, names, events, services, problems etc.)

Thank you for you participation!
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